HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 2018-19
Class: XI C
This year, your holiday homework is a fun mix of all the aspects of learning. It has been designed to
ensure that you enjoy and learn at the same time. Special attention has been taken to ensure that you use
your creativity, your innovative ideas and your imagination to shape your holiday homework into
fantastic ‘creations’. So enjoy your holidays spending quality times with your near and dear ones and
devote sometimes to learn new things.
General Instructions:
 Holiday Homework of all subjects to be done in separate Stick Files (only).
 The areas to be covered are suggested below. You can of course use your creativity and innovation
for new ideas too!
 Credit will be awarded to original photographs/ drawings, illustrations and creative use of materials.
 Holiday Homework needs to be submitted on 10th July 2018.
 Holiday Homework needs to be developed and presented in this order:
 Cover page showing title, student information, school and academic year and parent’s
signature.
 List of contents with page numbers.
 The last page should have Bibliography/ Sources of information from where you have
collected your information.
Subject: English
Watch either of the following movies and write a movie review in about 250-300 words covering
the following aspects: About the Cast, About the Director, Synopsis, and Review of the Movie.
Dead Poet’s Society (1989)
OR
A Beautiful Mind (2001)
Subject: History
An individual project has been assigned to the students and the topics are given belowI. Jatin Dawra- Roman Empire
II.Siddhant Mathur-Genghis Khan
III.Karan Mavaskar-Mesopotamian Culture
IV.Vishal Katheria-Evolution Of Mankind
The project will be divided in under given segments
1 Index
2. Acknowledgement
3. Synopsis
4. Content ( Data Analysis &Representation)
5. Conclusion
6. Bibliography
Note: Final assembling of the project will be done after the reopening of the school which would require
approximately two weeks’ time.
Subject: Political Science
After a thorough research based on the information found in online sources, do a case study on an incident
of human rights violation in India and write a report on it. The report should cover the areas like:
1. The facts and information of the case.
2. The legal judgements
3. The impact of the case
4. The public opinion that was generated.
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Subject: Geography
Practical Work in Geography, Chapter -2 MAP SCALE
1. What is a scale?
2. Statement scale, graphical scale diagram from fig no. 2.1, representative fraction.
3. Conversion of scale
4. Construction of graphical scale problem no. 1, fig no. -2.2.
NOTE – Diagrams/constructions to be done on the white side of the page should associate to the same topic
on the other side.
Subject: Sociology
After doing a thorough research work , write down the contributions of the following social reformers to our
society :1. Mahatma Gandhi with respect to his ideas on ‘Nai Talim’.
2. Raja Ram Mohan Roy with respect to his contribution on the abolition of ' Sati ' and the other
malpractices in our society.
3. Swami Vivekananda with respect to his ideas on Education and women empowerment.
Subject: Psychology
QUANTITATIVE PROJECT WORK
Description:
Step 1: Decide upon a Human Behaviour you want to research upon.
Step 2: Frame a Hypothesis.
Step 3: Describe your methodology and data collection method.
Step 4: Data Collection.
Step 5: Statistical Analysis of Result.
Step 6: Conclusion.
Step 7: Revising the Conclusion
Subject: Painting
Prepare one geometrical design in half imperial sized sheet and color it in assorted color scheme
Subject: Physical Education
1. Draw a 400 meter track with all specifications.
2. Collect brief portfolio of any one male and one female sportsperson of one of the following
games/sports- Badminton, Table Tennis.
3. Write ten latest rules of any of the above mentioned sport.
Note – Attach pictures/ photos related to the topic.
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